Thank you so much for supporting the South West Coast Path,
every pound you raise makes such a difference!

Remember – we are here to help

If you need any support with your fundraising or have questions
about the South West Coast Path Challenge, please don’t
hesitate to get in touch with us.
challenge@southwestcoastpath.org.uk • 01752 896237
@southwestcoastpath
@swcoastpath
southwestcoastpath
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#coastpathchallenge
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FUNDRAISING INSPIRATION GUIDE
One trail • 630 miles • Endless ways to fundraise

THANK YOU FOR FUNDRAISING
FOR THE PATH!

What is inside?
Welcome to your fundraising guide
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Welcome to your fundraising inspiration guide.
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We hope the varied and exciting ideas within these pages
will whet your appetite for a Challenge and encourage you
to do something on the Trail, for the Trail.
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Fundraising inspiration:

Advice:
How to promote your fundraiser, collect donations, pay them in
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Impact:
How and who your money helps
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Whether you’re looking for a
physical challenge, want to
conquer a fear, set a record, go on
an epic adventure, do something silly
or simply celebrate your birthday in a
meaningful way – the South West Coast Path
has it all… and fundraising for it has never been
easier. There are so many ways to make a difference,
you can do whatever you enjoy most to raise a
few pounds for the Path – anything goes.
It is called FUN-draising after all!

Every pound you raise will help the South West Coast
Path Association to protect, champion and care for the
National Trail, so that we can all benefit physically and
mentally from access to the coastal landscape.
We are dependent amazing people like you to fund our
work, so a huge, heartfelt thank you from us all here at
Coast Path HQ for your commitment to the Trail.

You are awesome!
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Community Challenges
Can you bring your community together to spend some quality
time in beautiful surroundings whilst raising money for one of
your local charities – the South West Coast Path Association?
It could be your family, friends, colleagues, neighbours or club!

Picnic or Pub Walk
How about making your next family get together
a circular walk from our website, finishing at your
favourite coastal pub for a slap up meal? Instead of
having a second drink, each person should put a fiver
in the pot as their fundraising contribution.
If pubs aren’t your thing, try a pot-luck picnic, and
each pack some goodies in your backpack to share at
lunch-time. Who is bringing the pasties?!

Special Interest Walk
How about getting a group of friends to chip in and hire a local expert to
lead a special interest walk that will bring the Path to life? Think forager,
historian or naturalist. Spring or Autumn are particularly good times for
these walks. Make sure you charge your group more than the cost of the
expert so you raise some money too!
Keep the kids entertained by downloading one of the nature or boat
spotting guides from our Coast Path Explorers education programme.

Great Big Walk
If you are involved with your local
school, sports club, slimming world
group or community organisation,
could you put on a Great Big
Fundraising Walk? The more the
merrier – get 50+ people, and the
atmosphere will be buzzing! Ask
everyone to make a contribution
to take part. If you are making it a
formal ticketed event, remember to
think about health and safety and
insurances. If it is a dog walk, check
out our advice for considerate dog
walking on the Coast Path.
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Hiking is the original (and still the best?!) Coast Path Challenge. Being
the longest National Trail in England and internationally renowned as
one of the best walks in the world mean the South West Coast Path is a
bit of a mecca for hiking enthusiasts. Don’t under-estimate how tough
a full day of walking on the Trail can be, we say anything above 10 miles
on the Coast Path is worthy of fundraising for most people.
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Weekend Camping Expedition
Much more achievable for those of us with full time
jobs or other commitments! Get back to basics
and enjoy the wildness and freedom of the Path by
extending your coastal walking to a long-weekend.
Can you Challenge yourself to survive fully off-grid with
just a tent and backpack for three days?

Complete the Path

10,000 Steps Challenge

If you are lucky enough to have six weeks to spare,
this really is something you will never forget. People
who hike the entire Path are often amazed at the
generosity of their friends and family when it comes to
fundraising, but you just can’t help but be impressed
at someone who has covered 630 miles on foot!
Download the day by day guide from our website
to help you on your way.

More and more of us are using fitness trackers or smart
phone apps to monitor our activity levels, with 10,000 steps a
day being a common target. How about Challenging yourself
to cover 10,000 Coast Path steps a day for a whole week or
month? You could share your progress each day on social
media to help motivate you!
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Hiking Challenges

Wacky Challenges
Fancy shaking things up a bit?! There are
plenty of less-serious Challenges you can
do on the South West Coast Path. The
Trail is all about the freedom to have fun
and let loose after all!

Silly Relay
How about organising a wacky relay fundraiser on the
Trail, where competing teams have to race from two
different start points that are an equal distance either
side of the same finish point. Instead of passing a
batten from runner to runner, you could swap an item
of clothing or mark each other with face paints!

Dress up Walk
Walking the Coast Path is hard work in
outdoor gear, but add a funny costume
into the mix, and you’ve got yourself
a seriously un-serious fundraising
proposition! We’ve seen brave (and
sweaty!) souls taking on the Coast Path’s
many hills dressed as things as varied as a
giant deer and a Poldark character – all in
the name of fundraising for the future of
the Trail!
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Tied-Together Walk
You need to be careful with this one, especially on more narrow stretches of
the Path, but how about getting sponsored to cover 10 miles of the Trail tied
to your friend by the wrist? Make sure you pick someone who walks at the
same pace as you!
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Explorer Challenges
These ideas are for the bucket-list junkies amongst you! Combine your passion
for seeing all the South West Coast has to offer with fundraising for the Trail
which leads you to these amazing sights.

Castle Challenge
The Coast Path is blessed with having some of the South West’s most
iconic historic monuments right on top of it. Challenge yourself to do a
circular walk taking in 10 of the most famous castles of the Coast Path
within 10 weeks!
Devon: Plymouth Royal Citadel, Dartmouth Castle, Watermouth Castle
Cornwall: St Michael’s Mount, Tintagel, St Catherine’s Castle, St Mawes
Castle, Pendennis Castle
Dorset: Portland Castle, Durlston Castle

The current record (that we know of!) stands at 47 beaches, achieved on the
longest day of the year (yes, they were driving between beaches!), by a staff team
fundraising for the South West Coast Path. Can you beat that? Or perhaps set a
different record by doing it on foot and choosing a stretch of the Path that gives
access to lots of coves and beaches.
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Visit as many beaches as possible in day light hours!

I haven’t done lots of fundraising in the past and
taking part in the South West Coast Path Challenge gave
me the chance to raise money and spend quality time out
on the trail with my lovely family and friends too. My Dad,
sister, husband and children all took part.
Laura

A few years ago, I discovered the delights of running on the South
West Coast Path and founded the Plymouth Coastal Runners. Since then,
I’ve learnt a lot about how much it costs to maintain or replace a set of
steps, replace sections of fence or keep the foliage and brambles under
control. It’s so nice to know that we’re doing our bit to support the charity
that works so hard to allow us to enjoy our passion for coastal running!
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The trails are my playground, my happy place. I was lucky enough to
spend 10 consecutive days in the summer on the Coast Path and I saw it in
all its glory. I value the trails because they provide so much in the way of
untamed beauty and (for me at least!) therapy, yet cost nothing to use. They
do however cost quite a bit to maintain! And it’s so easy to forget that. So,
to have been able to contribute to the South West Coast Path Association’s
fundraising has been a privilege and a way of giving something back to the
path that has given so much to me.

To celebrate becoming 60, I set myself a huge challenge — to walk
400 miles in 34 days, from Port Issac, back to my home on Portland. I set
off in July and it was every bit as challenging as I thought — but most
surprising was the deep inner peace I found whilst walking every day for
almost 5 weeks. The terrain of the Path changes with each passing mile,
but the stunning sea-scapes, beautiful flowers and abundance of wildlife
are constant. I love that the South West Coast Path Association looks after,
protects, sign-posts and keeps the Path open, so we get to enjoy it —
whether it’s for a gentle stroll or a walking marathon. I am honoured to have
fundraised for the Association this year.

Becca

Jennie
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Extreme Challenges
If you are looking to push yourself to the
limit, there really is no better place than
the South West Coast Path. Need proof?
The cumulative ascent of the entire
South West Coast Path is equivalent to
scaling Everest four times – yes FOUR!

Coastal marathon
Half, full, or ultra-marathons – you can do these self-led or join
one of many organised events that happen on the Coast Path
throughout the year. The London Marathon might be the most
famous event of this kind, but Coast Path climbs make road
marathons look easy! They say running your first marathon or half
marathon is something you never forget. Will this be your year?

Challenges like these require serious
training, so should be planned several
months in advance, but the great thing
about them is the fact they sound
so impressive – which means people
tend to be extra generous with their
sponsorship donations when it comes
to fundraising!

The Coast Path Three Peaks
Can you hike up to these iconic peaks on the Trail within
36 hours? Golden Cap (Dorset), Great Hangman (North Devon)
and High Cliff, Boscastle (Cornwall). Use our website to
plan your route.

Set a record

Coast Path Triathlon

Could you challenge the current trail running record holder for
the entire Coast Path on the ‘Fastest Known Time’ website?
We are talking covering 630 miles in around 10.5 days!

There are places on the Trail where cycling is allowed.
This got us thinking. Wouldn’t a South West Coast Path
version of a triathlon be great? Running. Cycling. Kayaking.
You choose the distances.

Or how about setting a different record? Nordic Walking perhaps?
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Eco Challenges
We know that climate change and the impact of single-use plastics on our
beautiful coastline in the South West are issues that supporters of the Trail
care deeply about, so why not combine an eco-pledge with a funding one,
and help the South West Coast Path in two ways?

Pick the Path
Try a sponsored community litter pick on your favourite 5 mile stretch
of the Trail. Do your bit to prevent plastics getting into the ocean whilst
raising money for the Path. If you are more of a trail runner, than a
walker, then make it all about ‘plogging’!

Go to work or school via the Coast Path
for a week
This is one for the locals. If you are lucky enough to live right
on the Coast Path, why not get sponsored to hike or run (part
of) your way to and from work via the Trail for a whole week.
You will reduce carbon emissions by leaving your car at home,
improve your fitness and raise some cash for your favourite
National Trail! Win-win-win!
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Fundraising Off the Beaten Track
Open mic competition
Can’t easily get to the Coast Path, but would still like to
fundraise for the Trail you love? No problem! There are
plenty of ways to raise money away from the Path.

Ask your performers to make a small donation
to enter, and take one from the audience.

Coast Path craft session
A great one for parents and young children,
even better if you can get the artworks
displayed somewhere public afterwards.

Coast Path quiz
We have some questions ready to go!
Check out the fundraising hub.

Coffee morning
Can you find a village hall or barn
right on the Coast Path to host it in?

Outdoor gear shwapping
Bring and swap the hiking or running
clothes you don’t wear anymore for
ones you will! The clothes are free, but
ask everyone to put a small amount of
money in the bucket to take part.

Sponsored eyebrow or leg or back wax
A good old-fashioned bake sale
or baking competition

The more well-known the victim, the better!

Donate to enter, donate to judge!

Guess the name of the toy animal
Can you get hold of a coast-dwelling animal,
perhaps a sea bird or seal?
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Celebrate the cuisine of the South West
A gathering for pasties, fish and chips and scones!
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How to promote your fundraiser,
collect donations and pay them in
The easiest and most efficient way to collect sponsorship these days is via
an online giving page. The main two platforms are Virgin Money Giving
and Just Giving.

How to get the most from your online giving page:
1.	Target: you will be asked whether you
want to display a target – always do this!
Research has shown people are more
likely to give if they feel they can help
you reach a specific goal
2.	Photo: put up a fun profile picture,
ideally of you out on the Path
3.	Describe: explain why the Path means so
much to you personally
4.	Think strategically! make sure your
first donation is from one of your more
generous sponsors, this gives you an
early boost and inspires others to give
generously too
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5.	Be quick: set up your online giving page
as early as possible, pages that are open
for longest always receive the most
donations as people can sponsor you
when they can most afford it (after pay
day for example!)
6.	Gift aid: ask friends and family to agree
to gift aid their sponsorship if they are
eligible, to make their donation go 25%
further
7.	Thanking: the single most important part
of fundraising! Make sure you personally
thank each and every one of your
supporters personally, they will be more
likely to sponsor you again if you do!

How to get the word out about
your fundraiser
•	Make a list of all your friends and
family. Contact each person that
you think will support you directly
(i.e. via WhatsApp, email or face to
face), people are much more likely
give when they feel they are being
personally asked to help
•	Put a link to your online giving page in
your email footer at work
•	Social media – share a different
message about why you are getting
involved with the South West Coast
Path Challenge, along with a photo of
the Path each week
•	Put a collection box or poster in your
local pub/community space (contact
challenge@southwestcoastpath.org.
uk to request a collection box)
•	Have a birthday coming up and fed
up of getting gifts you will never
use? How about asking for donations
towards your fundraising efforts
instead?
•	Pass around a sponsorship form at
work or at your next social gathering
(you can download a sponsorship
form from the fundraising hub)
•	Use the information provided in the
Challenge section of our website
to show how your sponsors’ money
could make a difference
•	Get a small prize and explain to your
sponsors that you will pick one of
them at random to win it after you
have finished fundraising
•	Don’t be afraid to remind your wouldbe sponsors to donate, it usually takes
at least three times of hearing or
seeing something for people to take
action, so if they haven’t donated yet,
they have probably just forgotten!
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How and who your money helps

The South West Coast Path made me
walk again. I broke my back and could
only walk very short distances. We would
drive from Wiltshire down to Dorset
and walk about a mile at a time before
gradually increasing to about five miles.
The wonderful views inspired me to walk
further and further. I now live a mile
from the South West Coast Path in North
Cornwall. I walk on it every day. It keeps
me motivated.

When I was suddenly widowed, it would have been very easy to sit in my
own home and feel justifiably sorry for myself. I was afraid of being alone for
the rest of my life (I was then 66) when I had always been part of a couple, I
was missing my husband terribly and I was coping with Post Traumatic Stress
Disorder brought on from the way in which he died.
At the time I was also suffering with a bad back and nerve damage down one
leg, which made walking a challenge on its own and I suffer with Morton’s
Neuromas, which make walking tricky anyway. It is perhaps ironic that I chose
to walk 630 miles with only my dog for company, a bad back, bad feet and a
dodgy leg – when the thing I was struggling with was being alone and my own
physical vulnerability.

Andy

In fact, that total immersion into solitude broken only occasionally by fellow
walkers, in the midst of such beauty and the physical challenges that made
me poignantly aware of my existence (and at times my desire to keep existing,
when faced with some tricky weather and situations) was perhaps the only
way I personally could have made it through the difficulties of that first year. I
am eternally grateful for the existence of the South West Coast Path.
Stacia

This year has been one of my toughest in terms of emotional well-being,
but the thing that has been my absolute rock is the Path. I had a month
where I had zero energy but I took myself back to the Path and WOW... did it
do wonders. It’s seen me through every emotion and I’m so grateful for the
upkeep that you all provide.
Sarah
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